
HONORS FOR ANTIOCH OF THE CHRYSAOREANS 

(PLATE 8) 

O, N August 10, 1970, excavations in the Athenian Agora brought to light a 
large fragment of an inscribed stele.' Of Hymettian marble, it was found 

toward the northern end of the Panathenaic Road at the level of the bottom of 
Byzantine walls, in the area in which, at lower levels, the Royal Stoa appeared 
(Agora grid K5). The stele is broken at top and bottom. The toothed chisel was 
used on the sides and front below the leading line. The back is rough picked. Three 
wreaths or crowns enclosing five lines each are incised below the main body of text. 
This large fragment is now augmented by another, discovered in a marble pile in 
the autumn of 1975, which joins it at the upper left corner. 

Preserved height, 0.952 m.; preserved width, 0.544 m. (top below join), 0.578 m. 
(bottom); preserved thickness, 0.141 m. 

Height of letters, 0.060-0.071 m.; height of central crown, 0.154 m. 
Athenian Agora Inv. No. I 7182. 

ca. a. 203 a. NON-NTOIX. 

r ?-------]avtro KaL [?] 

[----? rv 7r6Xv trv 'Av [oxk?-] 
[-----] ovvrcv airv[?] 

5 [------] ANEUTOUMENOVY [ ? 8ESXGcL Oa /3ov]- 
[X7t Trov4 X] aXo1vTas 7rEpOE8pOVs E4 [s T7)Pv EITtoVcWav EKKX'7-tcWav Xprpanr] - 

[a-at TEp' Trov]rcav, yvr1v 8E a-v/43aXXE [ocaa m3s 8ovXn' elg Trv 8',uov o]- 

rTr 8OKEL] TE` /OVXEt V aELTOKpWVaLa [?--] 
[----------?XbXv ELO'LVO 7rpE[ofiEL-?] 

10 [------7poy]Eyov6iTa fnXav6pco[-ra? 
[--------] {X&18Eva KKatpov a[? 

1 Permission to publish this inscription was granted by T. Leslie Shear, Jr., Director of the 
Agora Excavations. I am most grateful to him for his patient assistance. Thanks is also owed to 
Stella G. Miller, who excavated the stone, to S. G. Miller, and to the following who have offered 
advice and encouragement: E. Vanderpool, R. S. Stroud, J. H. Oliver, A. L. Boegehold, J. McK. 
Camp II, D. R. Jordan, C. Habicht, L. L. Threatte. K. J. Rigsby, who is preparing a corpus of 
asylia decrees, has given generously of his time in discussing problems of interpretation and diffi- 
culties in reading the stone. Shortcomings which remain are of course my own. An earlier version 
of this paper was presented at the annual meetings of the Archaeological Institute of America in 
Philadelphia, December 29, 1972. I am grateful for a grant-in-aid from Vassar College which 
permitted study of the inscription in Athens. 
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50 ROBERT L. POUNDER 

[ ? K-T-LaTa T]r7 EcLV VTOV 8vaP[?--] 
[----- EITcLaL] vETac Kai T'OV 8 [-7,OV TOv AvroXEOX V Kat TrEfavI'ooaL av&Tv] 

_ ^ t / fi fi _ N s el 

[XpVCr6t 0-rE] bpavcot KaTa Tov ,v oltov 6ivota' EVlEKa catL ()LOXoTLpLuLag eL 
15 [rowv & mo] v ro'v 'AO?vaicov [Kat cvayopEvcraa rav] c'4Efcwavo [v Atovvuowi] 

] rc?n f]v aO-TEL KaLPoLS [rpaycot,ogsT 2ayPVl K] atvc^t s Ka' Ilava6va [i]- 

[WV] KaL lroXE4[a] @ow rT[o$S yVfVl'VKOlta] yClotW V *T? & 8ETOl7)(EC0 E T[OV] 

[Iu0TE0 ]dov Kat Trn[ avacyopEVO-E] (oS EqJ1EXY)q0?vaL roV o-Tpa'r- 

[yovi] Ka[' [] TOV Ta[[uiav riiv] o-TparTLCOTKCtWV g8Eo-aL 8E 'Avrto- 

20 XqV^G3V Kat ToX [tlTErav goKit1ao-OdEZL Ka] ra To'V V6UOV T-OV TrEpt TOW 8COpE&WV K[at]- 

VOV.V Kat Etva[t T] 'V 7/'TXtv avCtVTCOP KaCt T'V XpaV KaOLEpO1EVYJV 

[rc2t A] u. rc5 Xpvo- [a6] pEL KaU Orc^)t 'A-TrOXXOWL TCOL 'l(oTTlOt Kat aocvXov i [l] - 

[aiE ] VEtv Eis T6V a&rra-ra Xp6ovov O'Ov ECoTtv EIT 'A67avaios *o EIVa [l] 

[8E aVir]oi [s] Kcai Tp OE8pia v E & cn rotS ay-6-v olS '7 ToXs rTLO?7- 

25 [o-V Kaat] rTp6o'oloov rpo'3 T7lv /3ovXrqj Kat T 3ov &1qOV TrpLOTOLS' ALETa r ra 
[LEpa * E]1TEXEL'O0 8E KWa6 ?' /3ovXrj ol EeaKoo-lol Kat ITEPT?7KOVT[a] 

[Kal Ol ao[rpar-q]yol rJv E&ThlOPoVTV v APTLoXECOv O'7TW9 VMTO VqOIE- 

vas ct&KcoPTaL E [I7T] aqv [E]crat 8& Ka' ro' ITapa7EyoPOTas ITpECT [Et9] 

Ilavo-tipaXov IarpoKXEoV9 'V 'Apto-roodavrqv IarpoKXEov9 Kat 0(rr[e]- 

30 av [ctf arat E'KarEpov avrav OaXXov1 0-TIEcaoVt ''v KaXE'oat 8E avinovi [ ] 
\ , \ b ̂ , fi ^ , ,~ 9 , V , i 

Kat EIT6 8&7TVOV ELSt To IrpvTaVELOV Elt avptov. avaypwatc SE ro [o] 
ro *-q7 bta-pa Tov ypac,qaTEa TOV KarT iTpvravEtaV EV' CT'7XEL XAO- 

[V] EL Kca crTro^-aL E'v aCyopaCt TO E yEvo/,LEvov ava'Xco1.a oEL T'17 vTOlro- 
-% ,' ^, f , 'i ' 

0-WV TqS 0-T7A'/XS19 KEaL T'171v avatOea-tv pEpacrc TOP TCat'LaV Kat TOVS 

35 [Efl= TEt &lOlK77c?TE. 

77 /ov?77 7) f/3ovkl 7 / 3OvX'7 
6 &j0os' 6 8& o0 6 8nFog 

llavo-iuaxoaov Tov 8tov 'Apo-Tood'vqPv 

'IaTpOKXE- Tov 'AvTto- 'JaTpoKXE- 

OVs xeZv OVv 

Line 2: In the eleventh preserved letter space the tip of a diagonal in the lower left corner is 
preserved. 

Line 4: The trace of a vertical remains on the left side of the eleventh letter space. 
Line 5: Diagonals from the upper corners are apparent in the thirteenth space, but the surface 

of the stone is so badly worn that it is difficult to be sure that they are incised strokes and that the 
letter is therefore upsilon. The cross stroke on the tau could also be a scratch, the letter thus an iota. 

Line 8: In the eighth space only a vertical stroke on the left remains; in the ninth, the bottom 
of a centered vertical is preserved. 

Line 14: In the ninth preserved space, which falls at a sharp break, a vertical on the left is 
visible. 

Line 15: Of the second letter after the central gap a centered vertical stroke is preserved almost 
to the top of the space, at which point the surface of the stone is broken away. 

Line 17: In the letter space after 7rotyaws there remains the lower half of a centered vertical. 
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Line 18: In the ninth preserved space only the tip of a horizontal stroke is visible in the 
bottom right corner. In the first space following o'rpa- there is preserved a horizontal along the top; 
in the second, two uprights are visible, one at either side of the space which is badly worn in the 
center. 

Line 20: The second space preserves only a lower horizontal. 
Line 28: The seventeenth space preserves the tip of a vertical stroke and the beginning of a 

diagonal in the upper left corner, thereby limiting the epigraphical possibilities to nu or mu. 
Line 33: The beginning of the line is broken away, but the tips of three horizontal strokes can 

be seen in the first extant space, making epsilon the sole candidate. 
Line 34: In the lower right corner of the first space is visible, just, the end of a horizontal 

stroke. 

COMMENTARY 

Line 2: The verb 4rai4co is often used in grants of asylia in the first section 
of the decree when the state being asked for such recognition pledges its support 
and agrees to maintain and even strengthen bonds of friendship, as e. g., Samtlung 
der griechischen Dicalekt-Inschrif ten (_ SGDI), 5182, line 31. The verb, however, 
is not usually found, as here, in the passive. 

Line 5: Though the stone is very difficult to read at this point, the letters seem 
nonetheless quite certain. The exception is the tau in the fifth preserved space which 
could perhaps be an iota (as noted in the epigraphical commentary). In any case, 
one is hard put to discern what is intended here. 

Line 6: This is the regular E80oXOat formula which names the proedroi; cf. IG 
II2, 861, line 14. 

Line 8: Here the formal resolution honoring the Demos of 'Antioch ' begins. 
The use of droKpivao-Ocm is common in asylia decrees, as in SGDI, 5168, line 16, a 
decree of the Kydonians granting asylia to Teos: a1roKpivaor0a& T?1to& ' Xio& KaG 

OLKEL4[Otg vdpXovt] 0T&. . . . We can be fairly sure that a phrase of this sort was 
used in the Athenian decree, but restoration is inadvisable because the verb also can 
govern an accusative and infinitive. The use of o&t, however, may be more likely 
here, given the nominative JrpEp[a]/3 Ely] in line 9. Cf. W. Dittenberger, ed., Orientis 
Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae I, Leipzig 1903 (- OGIS), 234, line 23. 

Line 10: Again, a frequent element in decrees of this type; cf. Ta& e'e a'pXn 
TrpoyEyovoTa 4nXdvOpctnra TE IToAXEL of SIG, 457, B, line 33. The line could be restored, 

e. g., Te& ro7r6eX, or Tcrt 8&,9wn. 
Line 11: The use of p8-va Kacpov would appear to mean that Athens declares 

that the Demos of 'Antioch' lost no opportunity to help its Athenian friends, and 
did everything within its power ( [KaTa' T]?V E&awtrovi Uvaquv, line 12) to be of service. 
For the latter phrase, cf. SIG, 620, line 21. 

Line 20: The reference to a law termed r&v vo,uov fiv rEp& TV &A)pe3v must refer 
to the grant of Athenian citizenship to the people of 'Antioch '. The partially restored 
K[aL] I vov indicates that this law had not long been in effect at the time our decree 
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was passed. As M. J. Osborne 2 has pointed out, at some time in the latter part of 
the 3rd century B.C., the formula by which citizenship was conferred by Athens 
upon non-citizens changed, making &8&oroat (8&8oaGla) ai0rcTh 'roXtret'av the standard 
wording. This is clearly the formula in the present decree. Inasmuch as the law 
bringing the change into being is described in lines 20-21 as being "recent ", we can 
safely assume that it had been passed a year or two previously. Osborne states that 
"the exact date of the change cannot be established." 3 The last extant example of 
the old formula (i. e. Elva6 avorv [or nomen] 'AO?Jvatov) is, according to Osborne, 
IG II2, 808, which he and others date to the period 239-229 B.C. The first extant 
decree to have been passed after the change is uncertain,4 but it has been thought 
to be IG IP2, 851, the date of which is controversial. Without rehearsing every 
detail of the dispute, it may suffice to state that Wilhelm,5 although he dates IG II2, 
851 to the middle of the 2nd century B.C., believes that the law affecting the change of 
formula should be assigned to the end of the 3rd century. The evidence provided 
by our new decree indicates that Wilhelm was right. If, as will be maintained below, 
we can dace this decree to ca. 203 B.C., and if the restoration K[au] i vov is correct, 
as it seems to be, the Athenian law which changed the formula for conferral of 
Athenian citizenship should be dated a year or two earlier, that is, to ca. 205 B.C. 

Because the stele is broken at the top, the archon's name is missing. But the 
decree was passed when the Council of Six Hundred and Fifty presided at Athens 
(line 26), in the late 3rd century B.C. There were thirteen tribes in this Council. 
A century earlier, in 307/6, Athens had honored the Macedonians Demetrios Polior- 
ketes and his father Antigonos by adding two new tribes, Demetrias and Antigonis 
to the existing ten.6 With the addition of the tribe Ptolemais in 224/3 B.C., a gesture 
designed to please Ptolemy Euergetes, the roster was expanded to thirteen,7 and 
so it remained for more than twenty years. The two Macedonian tribes were abolished, 
as Pritchett 8 has convincingly demonstrated, in the early weeks of 200 B.C. Eleven 

2 M. J. Osborne, BSA 67, 1972, 144 if., and esp. note 62. I am grateful to Chr. Habicht for 
this reference. 

3 Osborne, op. cit., note 62. 
4The first firmly dated example is IG II2, 893, of 188/7 B.C. 

5 A. Wilhelm, AthMitt 39, 1914, pp. 299 f. 
6 W. K. Pritchett, The Five Attic Tribes After Kleisthenes, Baltimore 1943, pp. 5-12; also 

AJP 58, 1937, pp. 220-222. Cf. J. Traill, Hesperia, Suppl. XIV, The Political Organization of 
Attica, Princeton 1975, pp. xv-xvi and 103. 

X The date of the creation of the Egyptian tribe has been the subject of debate: see W. B. 
Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens in the Hellenistic Age, Cambridge (Mass.) 1931, pp. 189-190; 
S. Dow, Hesperia 2, 1933, pp. 430-432; Hesperia 3, 1934, p. 181; L. Robert, i2tudes epigraphiqses 
et philologiques, Paris 1938, p. 69; Pritchett, AJP 61, 1940, pp. 460-468; and especially The Five 
Attic Tribes, pp. 13-32. Cf. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 38, 1969, p. 441. He summarizes the evidence 
that the most probable date of its inception is 224/3 B.C. 

8 Pritchett, TAPA 85, 1954, pp. 162-164. Literary sources fail to mention when the abolition 
occurred, though Livy describes it (31. 44. 2-9). Dates varying by a few months have been proposed 
by A. H. McDonald and F. W. Walbank, JRS 27, 1937, p. 191 (the summer of 201 B.C., when news 
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tribes therefore remained, to which a twelfth, Attalis, was added in the spring of 
that year.9 As the honors for the ambassadors were conferred when the Council 
was composed of thirteen tribes, their visit, and passage of the decree, had to occur 
after the creation of Ptolemais but before the abolition of Demetrias and Antigonis, 
that is, between 224 and 200 B.C.; a more precise date will be discussed presently. 

Although the top of the stele is lost, it is clear that the first section of the decree 
deals with honors for the Demos of 'Antioch ', just as the second, more fully pre- 
served, section bestows honors on its ambassadors. Corroborating evidence is the 
reference to the state in line 3 and the fact that the central of the three crowns 
inscribed below the text adorns the name of the honored state; the crowned names 
of the two legates are ranked on either side. Leaves of a simple, stylized sort 
compose the central crown, apparently laurel leaves of gold to signify in the usual 
way the prestige of a great state; 10 the ambassadors receive the lesser olive. Reference 
is made in lines 14 and 15 of our text to the (gold) crown, which is to be proclaimed 
at the Dionysia, the Panathenaia, and the Ptolemaia, the last of which games were 
instituted for the first time probably in 224, when the new tribe was created." 

The decree is a document of some significance, recognizing as it does the invio- 
lability (asylia) of the state of 'Antioch', bestowing upon it a crown of gold, 
honoring its citizens with Athenian citizenship, and granting crowns of olive to its 
legates, Pausimachos and Aristophanes, sons of Iatrokles. The patron deities of the 
honored state are mentioned in lines 5 and 6. They are Zeus Chrysaoreus and Apollo 
Isotimos, and here is found the necessary evidence for an identification of the state. 
We are led to a well-known decree of the Amphictyonic Council at Delphi, OGIS 234 
(p. 385), of the end of the 3rd century B.C. The Council, on the occasion of the 
visit of an ambassador, HIava- aXos 'IaJpoKXE0o, from a city designated a 7roAX& a 
-c@v 'AvrtoXE'V TWv EK TO) Xpvcraop' v 'Oveog (lines 12-13), grants asylia to that state 
and recognizes that it is sacred to Zeus Chrysaoreus and to Apollo Isotimos (lines 
25-26). This Pausimachos at Delphi is the same man whose honors at Athens, 
along with those of his brother, are recorded in the present decree. 

The problem of identifying the Antioch which sent these men to Greece was 
solved long ago by Maurice Holleaux.2 He showed that Antioch of the Chrysaoreans 

of the secret Syro-Macedonian pact reached Athens), and by W. S. Ferguson, Athenian Tribal 
Cycles in the Hellenistic Age, Cambridge 1932, p. 141, note 1 (the autumn of 202). 

9 Polybius, XVI. 25; Livy, XXXI. 15. 
10 Cf. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 526, no. 39 (of 226/5), line 33: xai aTEcIaviOaaL avTov 

XpVawt acf0avL.. ... The crown of this decree (see p. 528, photograph) is virtuallly identical with 
the present one. 

"I Cf. M. Crosby, Hesperia 6, 1937, p. 451, and W. S. Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, p. 53. 
12 M. Holleaux, REG 12, 1899, pp. 345-361 -.Atudes d'epigraphie et d'histoire grecques III, 

Paris 1942, pp. 141-157. Earlier, Louis Couve, BCH 18, 1894, p. 235, no. ii, had cautiously sug- 
gested that because Zeus Chrysaoreus is, in the Delphian inscription, associated with Apollo, whose 
worship was widespread in Caria, the city must be Carian; but he declined to name it. See also 
L. Robert, BCH 49, 1925, pp. 228-229 - Opera Minora Selecta I, Amsterdam 1969, pp. 22-23; also, 
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was in fact the Carian city of Alabanda, renamed in deference to Antiochos III, or 
perhaps his father.'3 It will be helpful to outline the evidence. Strabo (XIV. 2.25) 
identifies the Chrysaoreans as the indigenous inhabitants of Caria, organized under 
a federal system centered around the temple of Zeus Chrysaoreus. The excavations 
of the Ionic temple at Alabanda 14 brought to light a Roman imperial dedication 
which begins eEoE le,/aa-roig Kai 'AwoXAXv& 'IO ori1uq Ka'a Tco& W." It is clear from 
the references to Apollo Isotimos in the Dephian decree, in our Athenian decree, 
and in the dedication from Alabanda that the cities in question are one and the same. 
Numismatic evidence corroborates the change of name from Alabanda to Antioch. 
Coins from Alabanda bearing the legend ANTIOXEQN have been dated to this late 
3rd century period."3 Louis Robert 17 has now shown that there is no question about 
the validity of Holleaux's claim that the change in name occurred before the beginning 
of the 2nd century B.C., that is, at the latest under Antiochos III. But Robert shows 
that the change was even earlier, as two decrees, one from Delphi, the other from 
Delos, attest. The Delphian document, SGDI 2587, of 275/4 B.C., bestows honors 
upon a certain Artemidoros, son of Menyllos, and upon his brother Sisyphos. They 
are referred to as 'AXa,8av8Ev'3-L. In the Delian decree, dated to ca. 260-250 B.C., a 
crown of laurel is awarded to Artemidoros, son of Menyllos, and his ethnic is now 
'AvTLoxevE. Because, therefore, the same man is said to be from Alabanda in 275/4 
and from Antioch in 260-250 B.C., we can conclude with Robert that the change of 
nomenclature occurred at some time between those dates. It is clear that the name 
Antioch had a tradition at Alabanda which had lasted at least half a century at the 
time when the Amphictyonic decree and our Athenian decree were recorded. Pau- 
simachos, son of Iatrokles, therefore, visited Delphi at the end of the 3rd century 
as' the representative of this Antioch-Alabanda. The Amphictyonic decree mentions 
that he visited other cities as well (OGIS, 234, lines 14-15), and the Athenian decree 
proves that this was indeed so. 

A relatively precise date for the visit to Athens of Pausimachos with his 
brother, Aristophanes, may be attained. The mention of the Council of Six Hundred 
and Fifty, as has been mentioned, requires a date in the period between 224 and 200 
B.C.; the fact that Alabanda is called Antioch argues for 'the same general period. 

BCH, Suppl. I, etudes de'liennes, Paris 1973, pp. 448-449. Cf. D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia 
Minor, Princeton 1950, I, pp. 145-146; II, pp. 993 (note 31, p. 130),. 1031 (note 77, p. 145). 

13 Cf. Stephanos Byzantinos, s. v. 'AXl3av8a, wro'Xv Kaplas, -X 7rore 'AYTLo'Xcta. 
14 Edhem-bey, CRAI 1905, pp. 451-455. 
15 Edhem-bey, CRAI 1906, p. 419; cf. L. Robert, BCH 49, 1925, p. 228. For another dedication 

to Apollo Isotimos from Alabanda, A. Laumonier, BCH 58, 1934, pp. 298-299. For other inscrip- 
tions from Alabanda, L. Robert, Atudes anatoliennes, Paris 1937, pp. 434-436; REG 71, 1958, 
p. 316, note 452. 

16 C. Boehringer, Zur Chronologie mittelhellenistischer Munzserien 220-160 v. Chr., Berlin 
1972, pp. 9-11. On problems involving the coinage of Alabanda and Antioch-on-the-Meander at this 
time, L. Robert, BCH, Suppl. I, 1973, pp. 448-453. 

"I L. Robert, op. cit., pp. 435-461, esp. pp. 449-461. 
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During the visit of Pausimachos to Delphi we know from the Amphictyonic docu- 
ment the following: 1) The archon at Delphi when the decree was published was 
Philaitolos (line 2); 2) there were eleven Aitolians in the Amphictyonic Council 
(lines 3-6); 3) the ruler of Syria was Antiochos III (lines 19-20).18 The date of 
Philaitolos' archonship at Delphi has provoked a good deal of discussion. The 
terminus post quem for this archonship is provided by the inception of the reign of 
Antiochos in 223 B.C., which is also a time of continuing Aitolian influence in the 
Amphictyony; '" the term of office of Philaitolos had to come between 223 and the 
end of the century. Mention of the Cephallonians (line 7) narrows it further, to 
the period between 205 and 196, as they participated in the Amphictyony only then.20 
A host of scholars has grappled with the date of this archonship. Pomtow 21 argues 
for 202/1 B.C., or possibly 203/2, on the basis of years in which the Pythian Games 
could have been held (line 28). Daux 92 offers " the last years of the third century 
or 199/8." Dinsmoor 23 proposes several years, ranging from 203 to 198 B.C., as 
possibilities for this archonship. Robert'24 prefers " the last years of the third 
century," and this seems the best suggestion available to us. Inasmuch as the state of 
Delphian chronology for this period is uncertain and there is not a clear succession of 
archons' for the last five years of the 3rd century, we must place Philaitolos' holding 
of the office to that span of years and attempt to derive greater exactitude' from 
other evidence. 

A decree from Teos, published by Peter Herrmann,25 portrays that state as 
acknowledging recognition of its own status as FEpa and Aa'vAog in a document which 
honors Antiochos III and his wife, Queen Laodike. Herrmann assigns to the Tean 
decree a date between the return of Antiochos from his great eastern campaign and 
the inception of operations in Syria, that is, 204 or 203 B.C. It was a time when 
Carian cities such as Antioch-Alabanda would also have felt the tensions brought 
about by Antiochos' presence. The people of Teos praise Antiochos because he freed 
them from the burden of paying taxes to Attalos I (I, line 19) and for having 
declared their state "sacred, inviolate, and exempt from taxes," aV7')KE T V iro'XwV Ka& 
yiy c pav 7p,U' tEpcW Kcu i'ovXov KVd KiopoX&yvp-ov (I, line 18). There is no indication 
of military action on the part of Antiochos. He seems to have been welcomed warmly, 
or at least not resisted. But Teos may have decided that submission was a wiser 
course than resistance, for Antiochos, or more particularly his troops, were now a 

18 The phrase KaTrav r- vrpoyovwv vwdcfryrtv (line 22) makes quite unlikely the possibility that 

it was an earlier Antiochos. 
19 F. Flaceliere, Les Aitoliens a Delphes, Paris 1937, pp. 322, 412-413. 
20 OGIS, 234, note 1, p. 385. 
21 H. Pomtow, Klio 14, 1915, p. 41; also Klio 17, 1921, p. 196. 
22 G. Daux, Chronologie delphique, Paris 1943, K 17. 
23 W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, pp. 135-140. 
24 L. Robert, BCH, Suppl. I, 1973, p. 449, note 90. 
25 P. Herrmann, Anadolu 9, 1965, pp. 29-159. I wish to thank Chr. Habicht for bringing this 

article to my attention. Cf. J. and L. Robert, REG 82, 1969, pp. 502-505. 
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menace in this part of Caria. A letter by Zeuxis, the chief adviser of Antiochos, to 
the army, dated to 203 B.c.,28 orders the soldiery to respect the shrines of Labraunda 
and not to camp in them or run flocks through them. The inference is that they 
had been doing the exact opposite. 

In the decree from Teos and in the letter by Zeuxis we see clearly the reasons 
for requests for asylia from cities in western Asia Minor at this time. Antioch- 
Alabanda, like Teos, would have had both ample reason to fear for her independence 
and a desire to retain her freedom from taxation. It should also be remembered that, 
apart from the directly practical causes of such a request, " inviolability was the most 
prized civic status of the Hellenistic world," as K. J. Rligsby has noted.27 The end 
of the 3rd century saw the desire for this status approaching its apogee.28 On the 
one hand, requests for recognition of inviolability could follow on the heels of 
military victory, when a state, having expelled the invader and celebrated her success, 
desired widespread cognizance of that success; 29 on the other, the threat of military 
harassment could as easily prompt the despatch of embassies to powerful states in 
hopes of gaining, at least in a formal sense, assurance of inviolability. There was 
certainly no guarantee of actual support, as there would have been in a treaty of mutual 
defence. Antioch-Alabanda could not have expected that the Amphictyonic League 
and Athens would come to her aid should the invader strike. Nor did they. But 
if it seems probable that both Greek powers agreed that the claim for rights of 
sovereignty was a legitimate one and in that spirit passed the decrees, it should 
also be remembered that no state is known to have refused a request for recognition 
of asylia. Our view of Amphictyonic and Athenian concern must, therefore, be tem- 
pered by the knowledge that it may have been inspired by feelings as much per- 
functory in nature as genuinely felt. 

The date must be governed by the appearance of Antiochos in Asia Minor, 
since he could not any earlier have posed a direct threat of this kind. He reached 
that region in 204 or 203 B.C. in an aggressive mood. To judge from the evidence 
from Labraunda, it is altogether possible that the soldiers of Antiochos had already 
molested the holy places of Alabanda and that not just fear of potential invasion had 
spurred the requests fbr asyltia but rather an actual attack. In either case, the 
legations to Athens and Delphi would have been sent at this time which means that 
both the Amphictonyic decree and our Athenian decree should be dated to ca. 
203 B.C. 

The concern expressed by Athens for a distant city in Caria may have been 
perfunctory, but we may imagine too that the Athenian state realized by this date 

"J. Crampa, Labraunda III, 2, The Greek Inscriptions, Stockholm 1972, II, line 46. Cf. J. 
and L. Robert, REG 83, 1970, p. 553. 

27 K. J. Rigsby, GrRomByzSt 16, 1975, p. 404. 
28 The evidence on asylia has been compiled in E. Schlesinger, Die griechische Asylie, Giessen 

1933, and in B. Barth, De Graecorum Asylis, Strassburg 1888. 
29 Cf. Rigsby, op. cit. (footnote 27 above), p. 406. 
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that trouble in the eastern Aegean could mean trouble for the Greek mainland as 
well. The Athenian decree represents the only evidence we possess for official relations 
between Athens and Alabanda. As such it is a significant document. Moreover, the 
events of subsequent years, when the actions of Antiochos and Philip (who brutally 
invaded Alabanda in 201) 3 resulted in full-scale war involving not just Athens but 
also Rome and other states, show that any concern in Greece in 203 B.C. was by no 
means ill founded. 

ROBERT L. POUNDER 
VASSAR COLLEGE 

30 Polybius, XVI. 24. 8. 
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